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Motivations

1. Current cloud infrastructures do not provide enough automatically self-managed services.

2. In order to seek technology innovation on Software-as-a-service (SaaS), we apply semantic web technologies for cloud computing.

3. Automatically self-managed SaaS is not only for automatic allocation of cloud resources, but also for enforcing security and privacy policies.

4. Law-as-a-Service (LaaS) further enhances security and privacy policy representation and enforcement in the cloud.
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- TLD concepts are modeled as a taxonomy of laws, where a type of law and an effective judicial domain are two factors to decide whether a data request is allowed.
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- A data usage context comprises a user’s role along with his/her personal properties, resources metadata, access time, access location, purpose, and action, etc.
- Once a user’s data usage context is satisfied with the domain policy of a TLD, the semantic legal policies of this TLD are identified and executed.
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2. enable query services for cloud end-users through a combination of ontologies and stratified Datalog rules with negation.
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- Semantic global mappings are also possible from the current Super-peer \( \alpha \) to interlink with another Super-peer \( \beta \).
- Semantic legal privacy policies enforcement is posed to a super-peer that provides data integration and protection services.
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Semantics of Multiple TLDs

A super-peer domain $\pi_\alpha$ for $TLD_\alpha$ is related to another super-peer domain $\pi_\beta$ for $TLD_\beta$ through:

- A set of super-peer’s GLAV semantic mapping assertions
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Semantic Legal Policies
A Domain Policy’s Ontology

A PARTIAL ONTOLOGY FOR A DOMAIN POLICY

```
hasTLD.DomainPolicy(dmp), hasTLD⁻.TLD(tld).
hasCondition.DomainPolicy(dmp),
hasCondition⁻.Condition(dmc).
hasPartOf.Condition(dmc),
hasPartOf⁻. Purpose(checkIn),
hasPartOf⁻. DataUser(airlineStaff),
hasPartOf⁻. Action(read).
hasPartOf⁻. Location(TW),
hasPartOf⁻. Consent(⊤).
= 1 hasSuperPeer⁻. Super⁻ Peer(sp),
∃ hasPeers.Peer(p),
∀ registerAt.Peer(p),
∃ registerAt⁻. Super⁻ Peer(sp).
```
Semantic Legal Policies (conti.)
A Domain Policy’s Rules (conti.)

**LINK BETWEEN TLD AND SPD**

\[
\text{DomainPolicy}(?\text{dmp}) \land \text{hasTLD}(?\text{dmp}, ?\text{tld}) \land \text{correspondTo}(?\text{tld}, ?\text{spd}) \land \text{SPD}(?\text{spd}) \rightarrow \text{domainPolicyForSPD}(?\text{dmp}, ?\text{spd}) \leftarrow (1)
\]

**REQUEST FOR AN SPD**

\[
\text{Request}(?r) \land \text{hasCondition}(?r, ?c) \land \text{Condition}(?c) \\
\land \text{DomainPolicy}(?\text{dmp}) \land \text{hasCondition}(?\text{dmp}, ?\text{dmc}) \land \text{Condition}(?\text{dmc}) \\
\land \text{isSubsumed}(?c, ?\text{dmc}) \land \text{domainPolicyForSPD}(?\text{dmp}, ?\text{spd}) \\
ightarrow \text{getInTo}(?r, ?\text{spd}) \leftarrow (2)
\]
Semantic Legal Policies (conti.)
A Domain Policy’s Rules (conti.)

**Link between TLD and SPD**

\[
\text{DomainPolicy}(\text{?dmp}) \land \text{hasTLD}(\text{?dmp}, \text{?tld}) \land \text{correspondTo}(\text{?tld}, \text{?spd}) \land \text{SPD}(\text{?spd})
\]
\[\rightarrow \text{domainPolicyForSPD}(\text{?dmp}, \text{?spd}) \leftarrow (1)\]

**Request for an SPD**

\[
\text{Request}(\text{?r}) \land \text{hasCondition}(\text{?r}, \text{?c}) \land \text{Condition}(\text{?c})
\land \text{DomainPolicy}(\text{?dmp}) \land \text{hasCondition}(\text{?dmp}, \text{?dmc}) \land \text{Condition}(\text{?dmc})
\land \text{isSubsumed}(\text{?c}, \text{?dmc}) \land \text{domainPolicyForSPD}(\text{?dmp}, \text{?spd})
\]
\[\rightarrow \text{getInTo}(\text{?r}, \text{?spd}) \leftarrow (2)\]
Semantic Legal Policies
A Data Policy’s Ontology (conti.)

A PARTIAL ONTOLOGY FOR A DATA POLICY

isBelongedTo.DataPolicy(dap),
isBelongedTo\!.DomainPolicy(dmp).
hasPII.Data(da), hasPII\!.PII,
hasPFlightInfo.PII(pii),
hasPFlightInfo\!.PersonalFlightInfo(fInfo).
hasPartOf.PersonalFlightInfo(finfo),
hasPartOf\!.Name(name),
hasPartOf\!.PassportNo.(pano),
hasPartOf\!.Nationality(citizenship),
hasPartOf\!.FlightNo.(fno),
hasPartOf\!.Date(date).
hasPartOf\!.Address(addr).
hasPartOf\!.PhoneNumber(pono).
Semantic Legal Policies (conti.)
A Data Policy’s Rules (conti.)

**SUPER-PEER HAS ITS OWN PEERS**

\[ SPD(?spd) \land \text{hasSuperPeer}(?spd, ?sp) \land \text{Super} - \text{Peer}(?sp) \land \text{hasPeers}(?spd, ?p) \land \text{Peer}(?p) \land \text{registerAt}(?p, ?sp) \rightarrow \text{hasOwnPeers}(?sp, ?p) \]  
\[ \leftarrow (3) \]  

**SUPER-PEER IS ALLOWED TO DISCLOSE PII**

\[ \text{Super} - \text{Peer}(?sp) \land \text{hasOwnPeers}(?sp, ?p) \land \text{Peer}(?p) \land \text{canFind}(?p, ?da) \land \text{Data}(?da) \land \text{hasPII}(?da, ?pii) \land \text{PII}(?pii) \rightarrow \text{hasDisclosedFor}(?sp, ?pii) \]  
\[ \leftarrow (4) \]
Semantic Legal Policies (conti.)
A Data Policy’s Rules (conti.)

**Super-peer has its own peers**

\[
\text{SPD}(spd) \land \text{hasSuperPeer}(spd, sp) \land \text{Super} - \text{Peer}(sp) \land \text{hasPeers}(spd, p) \land \text{Peer}(p) \land \text{registerAt}(p, sp) \rightarrow \text{hasOwnPeers}(sp, p) \leftarrow (3)
\]

**Super-peer is allowed to disclose PII**

\[
\text{Super} - \text{Peer}(sp) \land \text{hasOwnPeers}(sp, p) \land \text{Peer}(p) \land \text{canFind}(p, da) \land \text{Data}(da) \land \text{hasPII}(da, pii) \land \text{PII}(pii) \rightarrow \text{hasDisclosedFor}(sp, pii) \leftarrow (4)
\]
Semantic Legal Policies (conti.)
A Data Policy’s Rules (conti.)

A DATA POLICY FOR AN SPD

\[
\text{DataPolicy}(\text{dap}) \land \text{isBelongedTo}(\text{dap}, \text{dmp}) \land \text{DomainPolicy}(\text{dmp}) \\
\land \text{domainPolicyForSPD}(\text{dmp}, \text{spd}) \rightarrow \text{dataPolicyForSPD}(\text{dap}, \text{spd}) \leftarrow (5)
\]

REQUEST CAN USE PII

\[
\text{Request}(\text{r}) \land \text{getInTo}(\text{r}, \text{spd}) \land \text{satisfy}(\text{r}, \text{dap}) \land \text{DataPolicy}(\text{dpa}) \\
\land \text{dataPolicyForSPD}(\text{dap}, \text{spd}) \land \text{SPD}(\text{spd}) \land \text{hasSuperPeer}(\text{spd}, \text{sp}) \\
\land \text{hasDisclosedFor}(\text{sp}, \text{pii}) \rightarrow \text{canUse}(\text{r}, \text{pii}) \leftarrow (6)
\]
Semantic Legal Policies (conti.)
A Data Policy’s Rules (conti.)

A DATA POLICY FOR AN SPD
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We manually unify two types of semantic legal policies, translated from privacy protection law and national security law.

Privacy protection law $\alpha$ and national security law $\beta$ are unified at $\text{Super} - \text{peer}_{\alpha \cap \beta}$ at $TLD_{\alpha \cap \beta}$, where $TLD_{\alpha \cap \beta}$ is in the intersection of $TLD_{\alpha}$ and $TLD_{\beta}$ jurisdiction.

Database is in compliance with a data protection law $\alpha$ from one jurisdiction but data centers hosting database are possibly in compliance with national security law $\beta$ from another jurisdiction.
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Unifying Two Types of Policies
Privacy Protection and National Security

1. We manually unify two types of semantic legal policies, translated from privacy protection law and national security law.
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Unifying Semantic Legal Policies at $Super - peer_{\alpha \cap \beta}$
Query at Intersection of TLDs

Two types of queries are available: subject-based and pattern-based:

1. At Super – peer$_{\alpha \cap \beta}$, only provides pattern-based queries, at Super – peer$_\alpha$ and Super – peer$_\beta$ we provide both.

2. A guardian agent in Super – peer$_{\alpha \cap \beta}$ only grants anonymization pattern-based queries, so PII cannot be fully disclosed.
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Defeasible Reasoning for Policy Exceptions

Stratum One Exception:
A Data Owner’s Consent

**NO DATA DISCLOSURE UNLESS A DATA OWNER’S CONSENT**

\[ Ab1 \rightarrow \text{hasPartOf.} \text{Condition}(Ab1) \]
\[ \text{hasPartOf.} \text{Condition}(Ab1), \]

\[ Ab1 = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{hasPartOf}^{-}.\text{Purpose}(\neg \text{nationalSecurity}) \\
\text{hasPartOf}^{-}.\text{DataUser}(\neg \text{securityOfficer}) \\
\text{hasPartOf}^{-}.\text{Consent}(\top)
\end{array} \right\} \]
Stratum Two Exception:  
Without a Data Owner’s Consent

**DATA DISCLOSURE WITHOUT A DATA OWNER’S CONSENT**

\[ Ab2 \rightarrow \text{hasPartOf.\text{Condition}}(Ab2) \]
\[ \text{hasPartOf.\text{Condition}}(Ab2), \]
\[ Ab2 = \begin{cases} 
\text{hasPartOf}.\text{Purpose} (\text{nationalSecurity}) \\
\text{hasPartOf}.\text{DataUser} (\text{securityOfficer}) \\
\text{hasPartOf}.\text{Consent} (\bot) 
\end{cases} \]
Stratum Three Exception:
Citizenships are the Criteria

Deny data disclosing if not a local citizen

\[ Ab3 \rightarrow \text{hasPartOf.Condition}(Ab3). \]
\[ \text{hasPartOf.Condition}(Ab3), \]

\[ Ab3 = \begin{cases} 
\text{hasPartOf.Condition}(Ab2) \\
\cdots \\
\text{hasPartOf}^- \cdot \text{Nationality}(\neg TW \cdot \text{citizenship}) 
\end{cases} \]
A Policy’s Exceptions Handling in $SPD_{\alpha \cap \beta}$
Complying with two type of laws

\[
\text{Request}(\texttt{?r}) \land \text{hasCondition}(\texttt{?r, Ab1}) \land \text{Condition}(\texttt{Ab1}) \\
\land \text{DomainPolicy}(\texttt{?dmp}) \land \text{hasCondition}(\texttt{?dmp, ?dmc}) \land \text{Condition}(\texttt{?dmc}) \\
\land \text{isSubsumed}(\texttt{Ab1, ?dmc}) \land \text{domainPolicyForSPD}(\texttt{?dmp, ?spd}) \\
\rightarrow \text{getInTo}(\texttt{?r, ?spd})
\]
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Future Work
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- Using tremendous amount of RDB data sets as ontology’s data sources to verify sustainability of LaaS.
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LaaS System Demo.

Q&A
## Communicable Disease Control Medical Network SPD

### Ent Lab. at NCCU in Taiwan

#### Communicable Disease Control Medical Network SPD

**L. J. Lin (logout)**

**Center of Disease Control in Taiwan**

**Notification Unit** | **Report Number** | **Law Verify**
---|---|---
National Taiwan University Hospital | 1 | Law/Life

#### a/II domain

**National Taiwan University Hospital**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birthday</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Medicalrecordnumber</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Disclosure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding Yi-zhong</td>
<td>19681114</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>K14569758</td>
<td>National Taiwan University Hospital</td>
<td>005</td>
<td>H1N1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Show XML**

**Show XML**

### a/I domain

**The Government of Taipei**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birthday</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Disclosure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wu Yi-zhong</td>
<td>19681114</td>
<td>Taipei City</td>
<td>Rm. 1, 2F, No. 34-2, All. 3 Ln., 12, Minshin W. Rd., Dating Dist.</td>
<td>K14569758</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Wu Lingley</td>
<td>Wo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Show XML**

**Show XML**

### Reference

**Prevention, Protection, Act C1.3**

**Article Content**

- Where it is to prevent harm on the life, health, freedom, or property of the Party,

**Enforcement Rules of the Communicable Disease Control Act**

**Article Content**

- In accordance with regulations of Paragraph 4, Article 39 of the Act, require medical institutions, pharmacies, or forensic medicine physicians to provide within a definite time, relevant information of patients of communicable diseases.
### National Security Bureau

#### Welcome! Li(logout)

Search: @ID
- ReportNumber
- Name

Key: K145698758

### National Taiwan University Hospital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>BirthDay</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Medicalrecordnumber</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Disclose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ding Yi-Jhong</td>
<td>19681114</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>K145698758</td>
<td>National Taiwan University Hospital</td>
<td>005</td>
<td>H1N1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NationalSecurity_I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>Personal Information Protection Act_C1-5_5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>The Constitution of The Republic of China_137_4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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